
 
 
 
 
 

Maintenance instructions for  
FlexiGlide sliding folding security shutters 
 
These are a few simple things should regularly do (we suggest every 3 months) to keep your FlexiGlide 
sliding folding shutter in perfect shape: 
 

1. Keep the track clean and regularly inspected for damage. 
 

2. Damaged sections should be replaced immediately. Damaged sections cause undue stress during the 
operation of the grille and can result in injury to the operator or others. 

 
3. Inspect hinge screws to ensure that they remain tight. Damaged hinges should be replaced 

immediately. 
 

4. Track joints should always be tight and secure. 
 

5. Floor sockets should be kept free of dirt and debris. 
 

6. Rollers should be checked for wear and replaced when needed. 
 

7. Rollers and track curves should be lubricated with WD-40 or equivalent type of oil every four 
months or as required. 

 
8. Keep aluminium clean with a damp rag and a non-abrasive cleaner. If unsure of cleaner test on a small 

inconspicuous area first. Glass should be cleaned with glass cleaner. If cleaner is sprayed onto 
aluminium, wipe it off with a damp rag. 

 
9. If grille support appears to be moving or falling, this will eventually cause damage to the grille and can 

result in personal and property damage. Immediately report any bulkhead failures to the contractor 
responsible for its construction. 

 
10. Keep door pocket clean and free of debris. 

 
11. If regular inspection and proper maintenance of the grille is followed you can help to ensure trouble 

free use of your HVP Folding Grille. Please contact us for the availability of maintenance programs. If 
you have any questions regarding your HVP Folding Grille please do not hesitate to call us. 
 

We recommend you have your sliding folding shutter serviced once a year. Regular servicing keeps your 
sliding shutter working properly and increases its lifespan. 
 
We offer an annual service scheme for sliding folding security shutters. Please contact us for more 
information. 
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